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Abstract
We display a simplified geometrical model which aims to facilitate the understanding of current environmental
problems: the sustainable complex triangular cell model. At the present stage of the human society, the cell will
be represented as a scalene triangle, symbolizing distorted relationships among Energy, Economy and Ecology.
By applying the concept of sustainability, it becomes possible to propose a transformation of the irregular
triangle into an equilateral one, indicating a more symmetrical relationship among the 3E and, finally, the
building up of a hexagonal regular community formed by these equilateral triangles. As a limiting case, one can
admit a geometrical collapse of that hexagon in the case study here discussed: the recent discovering of an
isolated Indian tribe at Amazon.
Keywords: model, triangular cells, complexity, sustainability
1. Introduction
The complexity of coupling between human and natural system – CHANS (Liu, 2007a; 2007b), has always been
present since the dawn of human society. Therefore, from the first hominids to the appearance of the genus homo,
a set of complex interactions with the biophysical environment of the planet has always existed. Particularly, the
climate interferences have produced important alterations in the morphological evolution of the human kind
(Susan, 2007) and in the behavior evolution of our primordial social brain (Dunbar & Schltz, 2007). Since the
beginning of human society history, the range and the intensity of those interactions have been enhanced in a
growing way, exhibiting a great inflection since industrial revolution. Historically, the vast majority of those
interactions were locally restricted; wars and migrations were exceptions. But presently, such interactions are
being extended to regional, continental and even global level (Liu, 2007a).
Global environmental problems have reached worrying levels at the present; From the 70’s, awareness to these
events has started. The human society has been faced with a question: the environment! Could we continue to
exploit natural resources indefinitely? How to face the hard environmental problems as regard the great
expansion of economical area from the fifty decade, in which the consumption rates have grown up abruptly?
Material progress that a portion of human population has reached in recent years has been achieved largely
through the scientific and technological levels attained by man, combined with a predatory activity of the natural
resources available on the planet. Nevertheless, the maintenance of life quality in its totality requires that some
environmental parameters are kept within a tight control (i.e., within minor fluctuations). Changes in the
environment, such as chemical pollution, ocean acidification, changes in the biogeochemical cycles, changes in
the land using, depletion of stratospheric ozone, climate changes, biodiversity shrinking and the scarcity of
natural resources affect the human society in a global fashion (Rockstrom, 2009; Crutzen, 2002; Steffen, 2007;
Schmidt, 2010; Kevin, 2012). Natural resources are widely employed and incorporated in complex
social-ecological systems (SESs) (Ostrom, 2009). So, these SESs contain several subsystems and internal
variables, analogous to the organisms composed by organs; the organs composed by organ tissues; organ tissues
weaved by cells and cells, in turn, by proteins (Pennisi, 2003).
Among several global environmental changes, climate changes have touched the world public opinion more
effectively. The global warming (Hansen, 2008; Rosenzweig, 2008; Solomon, 2009; Nathan, 2008; Yarrow, 2009;
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Lacis, 2010; 2012) is pointed as the driving force of these climate changes, which has produced great alterations,
such as: defrosting in mountains, lakes and seas, increase in the ocean levels and acidity, increase in the
hurricanes intensities and fluctuations in the rain patterns (aridity, inundation). Thus, global warming has caused
great damages to economy (Stern, 2006). The worldwide concern with the reduction of greenhouse gases is a
reality discussed in major world economic forums and international environmental agreements to reduce
greenhouse gases, e.g. Kyoto. The mere advertisement of a geopolitical amplification of the mentioned reduction
for a pos-Kyoto accord provokes intensive and polemic debates. It is necessary to modify the current energetic
matrix, based on fossil fuels since industrial revolution.
The challenges of actual society for the XXI century are enormous; we do not want to loose the material progress
achieved by human knowledge via technology. Then, to sustain the already conquered economical progress, we
necessarily have to alter the planetary energetic matrix, in order to reduce greenhouse gas emission
(Meinshausen, 2009; Myles, 2009), to prevent more complex scenarios for climate changes. Therefore, we
should find an equilibrium among non separable and complex relationships which permeates the three agents
involved in these questions: Economy, Energy and Ecology (Environment) (Rifkin, 2009). In the present work
we introduce a geometrical model to simplify the understanding of the linkages between the 3E applied to an
individual (man) of any culture of the present human society. Concepts like eco-efficiency (ICC, 1991; UNEP,
1998) has been proposed since the eighties, just when more harmonious and symmetrical connections between
Economy and Ecology, characterizing an edge 2E or, in other words, a one-dimensional model, has been
searched. Since then, articulated ecological and economical themes has been extensively debated (Hornborg,
1998; 2001; Costanza, 1991; Odun, 1989; Boulding, 1966). We present here a new proposal, in which it will be
explored the present relationships among the 3E, suggesting a bi-dimensional model that takes into account the
Energy concept - going beyond one-dimensional ones - due to the importance that such a concept has acquired in
the present discussions about climate changes via the IPCC, 2007, report (IPCC, 2007a; 2007b). The three E
concepts occupy, each one, a vertex of a bi-dimensional triangle, whose area may be considered as representing
an ecological footprint of each individual (WWF, 2006; Dias, 2006; Sthel, 2007; 2008; Cesar, 2011). This model
will be applied to a case study of an Indian group recently discovered at the edges of the Envira River in the Acre
State at Western Amazon in Brazil.
2. Methods
2.1 Sustainable Triangular Cells
We propose, in a preliminary way, a qualitative and synthetic geometrical model that can describe the present
status of man-nature conflict. Then, we introduce the model of sustainable triangular cells, in which, a triangle
(“cell”) is employed as a geometrical representation to sign inseparability of the relationship between the three
vertexes (3E), Figure 1. A point in the geometrical center of this triangle represents any individual of the present
society, since this individual - in spite of being extremely differentiated by social conditions - is the main
originator of ecological and economical problems, once he (she) is a great consumer of natural resources,
particularly energy, besides commanding the productive systems, i.e., the economy. Then, man appears as the
central personage in our representation of the patterns of 3E complex sustainable triangular cells; each 3E
triangle is an open system, i.e., it can exchange matter and energy with the environment, representing a complex
coupling between man and natural systems (CHANS). We define the triangle area as the survival needs of each
individual, i.e., his ecological footprint. There also exist three arrows which traverse, each one, the middle point
of each edge of the triangle, pointing to the center of the triangle: man. These arrows represent a prior tendency
characterized by individual consumption and intensive utilization of energy and material goods (exchanged with
environment), whose disordered environmental configuration suggests the formation of a scalene triangle, i.e.,
with asymmetrical relationships between the 3Es. As a consequence, in present society, there is a growing trend
in the area of this triangle, as a result of the increased individual and global ecological footprint. The result is
thus a departure from the vertices of the triangle (3E) and, consequently, an increase in the asymmetry of these
concepts, generating an increasing environmental unsustainable process.
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Figure 1. Representation of an individual in the present-day (scalene triangle) society 3E
The actual society is multilayered, with enormous economical inequality that tends to be strongly articulated
with the planetary capitalist matrix, generating a great disorder from the socio-environmental viewpoint. Among
the individuals of this society, there exists a per capita consumption, which is extremely differentiated. This
situation leads us to a context of extreme social complexity (Luhmann, 1995; Arthur, 1998). So, an irregular
(scalene) triangular representation leads to the complex triangular cells model. The impossibility of separation of
the three main concepts (Energy, Economy, and Ecology) drives them to a feedback among themselves, forming
cyclical loops that exchange matter and energy (Harold & Eric, 2007) with the environment. This is a
characteristic of open systems, which leads to complex dynamical and self-regulating systems1, alike to living
systems. For representing all individuals, we have a multitude of scalene triangles with their varied areas that
together may represent the footprint of the entire society. So, these triangles are able -preliminarily - to picture
and describe the social, economical and cultural differences among any individuals of that society. Therefore, the
scalene triangular patterns (the complex cell) represent a description of the chaotic recovery of the individual in
the modern society.
In order to make the society-environment relationships more harmonious and sustainable (Shaharir, 2012), we
propose a new triangle, the equilateral triangle (Figure 2b), where the 3E relationship is symmetric. This real
accomplishment depends on a great individual advance of individual conscientiousness in preserving natural
resources (sustainability), which, in turn, implies in a possible reduction of the triangle area (individual footprint),
as regard the original scalene triangle (Figures 2a, 2b). But even with the reconstruction of the individual through
the application of the “sustainable” concepts, the direction of these arrows is still toward to the individual
himself, indicating an appreciation of individual consumption of natural resources (Figure 3a). Thus, this
situation could lead to a further increase in the triangle area, even in the equilateral triangle and we could still
have high environmental costs. So, the greatest humanity challenge would be inverting such arrows, in the
reverse outward direction (Figure 3b), creating new cultural paradigms. In this new representation, the individual
would accept collective solutions (sharing natural resources), no longer being the isolated individual of the
previous representation (arrows inward). Thus, the individuals would accept to reduce the use of natural
resources through sharing them. For example, there could be a reduction in the community energy consumption
where they live through the collective transport implementation. Therefore, the area of the equilateral triangle
(Figure 3b) and, consequently, the ecological footprint of the individual and the whole community could be
reduced.
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Figure 2. Transformation, via sustainability and within the same economical matrix, from a scalene to an
equilateral triangle (society) 3E

a

b

Figure 3. Arrows inversion in equilateral triangle: towards a new pattern (or cultural paradigm) of sustainability
When the arrows are inverted “outward” we can couple a collection of equilateral triangles in a geometrical
fashion in order to represent a community, where each individual, in turn, is represented by a triangle and, for
each group of six individuals, a pattern of a regular hexagon is formed. In these hexagons, the relationships
among the members of this ecological community are not linear, involving multiple feedback loops, i.e., a
sustainable human community sharing natural resources (Crutzen, 2002). Thus, the several relationships among
its members must be interdependent, a reciprocal dependency of all individuals of this community. To strength
the community means to strength the relations among individuals (cooperation). The concept of arrows reversal
premised the construction of a regular hexagonal structure (Figure 4), which allows other geometrically similar
structures to engage with each other. So, it is generated a model of a sustainable social system that: i) follow
exchanging energy and matter with its environment, i.e. a structurally open system and ii) possesses a closed
web pattern of growing, i.e. it is a self-organized system (Kaufmann, 1993; Holland, 1996; Levin, 1999; Bak,
1996) (Note 1). From the present/hegemonic chaotic model of asymmetrical scalene triangle for each individual,
one can generate order through a non deterministic change in the cultural paradigm that leads to an emergency of
a new self-organized system. Then, we obtain an order through the regular hexagonal relationships that allows
indefinitely couplings up to the formation of self-organized representations of great number of individuals. In
fact, the representation of the outward arrows indicates the capacity to maintain interdependence among
individuals belonging to the set of regular hexagons, thus forming a network structure, which share resources
and environmental services sustainably. As an example of pre-human life, we may quote the complexity (Watkins,
2008; Wards et al., 2008) of a great fish’s shoal that self organize them to be protected from predators. We are
also utilizing in this model the concept of collective intelligence (Patten, 1991; Parrish & Edelstein-Keshet,
1999).
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Figure 4. Regular hexagonal structure: sharing natural resources (cooperation)
We consider in the present model that the sharing of natural resources, will lead to a reduction in the ecological
footprint of that regular hexagonal community. Consequently, it leads to a reduction in the total area of hexagon;
such an area is less than the sum of the areas of the respective individual equilateral triangles that have generated
it. Such a reduction has occurred because the new hexagon formation is a collective phenomenon (National
Geographic, 2007; News, 2007; Brown & Lauder, 2000; Sunstein, 2006), in fact, by changing the cultural
paradigm, the individual would be able to re-pact the employment of natural resources in a rational fashion (to be
decided by each community) (Crutzen, 2002), For example: employment of renewable energies or collective
transport, energetic efficiency programs, large recycling program, efficiency in the employment of water
resources, sustainable use of land and a rigid pollution control.
The triangular model of the 3E could be equally fitted if, instead of the vertex “Energy”, we have used “Entropy”.
In fact, we remember that the Second Law of Thermodynamics deals with the state function entropy (at
equilibrium), which in turn may be envisaged as describing a certain quality of energy (Georgescu-Roegen, 1995;
1971), i.e. the dissipated energy in physical-biological processes and no more re-available (recycling) in new
physical-biological processes. So we can freely exchange “Energy” per “Entropy” in the triangular model.
2.2 A Case Study: Envira River Isolated Indians in Western Amazon
An Indian tribe at Amazon was recently discovered (May, 2008) by a team of the “Frente de Proteção
Etnoambiental da FUNAI (Fundação de Proteção ao Índio)”, Brazil, coordinated by João Meirelles (Meirelles,
2009) and documented by the photographer Gleison Miranda, at the shores of Envira River in the Acre State,
Western Amazon (Terra Magazine, 2008). After a flight of almost twenty hours in a mono-motor plane, it was
obtained a set of photographs of the Indians (Terra Magazine, 2008) of one of the four ethnical isolated groups
which live in the Acre State (Brazil), frontier with Peru. The women and children have run away to the forest
searching for protection, while the tribe warriors have reacted and fired arrows toward the plane (Figure 5). They
are called “invisible Indians” due to the difficulties in their localization. Such a tribe was chosen as a first case
study for applying our model of sustainable complex triangular cells. One is dealing here with a tribe of few
individuals, remaining from Indians that live in the Brazil-Peru frontier (survival international, 2008; BBC news,
2008). Intensive lumber dealer activities and the arrival of prospectors in Peru have placed those ethnical groups
in flight towards Brazil territory.
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Gleilson Miranda/FUNAI

Figure 5. Photographed by the first time, the “invisible Indians” react firing arrows on the airplane, in the
hinterland of the Acre State, Brazil (http://www.terramagazine.terra.com.br)
These few Indians have not yet contacted our civilization, living in a hunting/collecting economy and using a
rudimentary agriculture for subsistence. As a consequence, they do not consume any product generated by
civilized human hands, as clothes, domestic utensils, raw materials for house building up, fertilizers, etc. They
also do not consume energy generated by any device that exhibits civilized human intervention, and there is no
definition for “ecology” in this kind of community due to its highly sustainable relationship with environment.
The market economy defined by “civilized” man is practically inexistent. They inhabit in collective longhouses
(Figures 6 and 7), constituting a community that shares natural resources in a efficient way (Crutzen, 2002), in a
highly sustainable relationship with environment, practicing a kind of group intelligence, that helps the
community surviving.

Gleilson Miranda/FUNAI

Figure 6. Aerial photograph of cabins of invisible Indians (http://www.terramagazine.terra.com.br)
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Gleilson Miranda/FUNAI

Figure 7. Amplified photograph of a cabin of invisible Indians (http://www.terramagazine.terra.com.br)
As a consequence, we could no longer separate the concepts (Economy, Ecology, and Energy) as we separate
them in our present consume society, due to the perfect harmony between man-nature in the Envira River´s case.
Then, to represent an individual of this community, we should utilize, right from the start, the equilateral triangle
(Figure 3b) and a case of perfect equilibrium among the three E vertexes. So, the equilateral triangle that should
represent this individual (Indian) would tend to be linked to a phenomenon that could be labeled as “equilateral
collapse” (Figure 8), in which its vertexes converge towards the triangle center, due to the inexistence of the
concepts of economy, energy and ecology in this primitive community. This collapse leads to a sudden reduction
of the triangle area, indicating a practically null ecological footprint for each individual. These invisible Indians
are a well suited example of an application of the regular hexagonal model, Figure 4, where cooperation (News
Focus, 2009) is a central characteristic of this community. By applying this collapse concept to this regular
hexagon of Indians, a little circle is obtained. The area of the circle tends to be null, what amounts to a minimum
ecological footprint for this community. We label this circular figure as “Necklace Society”, in behalf of the
invisible Indians of the Envira River (Figure 9). We have initially taken a single hexagon (six Indians) as an
example, but we could include a greater number for the whole tribe. In fact, Figure 9, which exhibits the circle
that represents the necklace society, indicates arrows outward and, as a consequence, indicates the possibility of
interaction (cooperation) among individuals, i.e. new circular cells (necklaces) can be articulated leading to a
web structure, contemplating other Indians. It is interesting to emphasize that the Indian society represents the
limit of the environmental cost in the framework of the regular hexagon model, which is formed by sustainable
equilateral triangular cells. These cells, in this present case study, become circles with a practically null
ecological footprint. So, this is a case of an ideal sustainability. Nevertheless, the present civilization model
cannot return to this lower limit, but this limit has existed in the dawn of human civilization and still amazingly
endures today, as in the case of invisible Indians of the Envira River. The Figures 6 and 7 represents a look at the
far past of human civilization.
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Figure 8. Collapse of an equilateral triangular cell for an individual (Indian)

Figure 9. Collapse of regular hexagonal structure for the Indians society
Then, we have shown an example in which the man-nature relationships are in perfect harmony and, even if it
sounds incredible, communities with few individuals living that model still exist; societies like these ones tend to
be quickly extinguished due to the expansion of civilized men. The present civilization, in its very early stages,
has lived such a situation, i.e. in the very beginning we were few individuals that have formed little groups
sharing food and house and protecting each other from predatory menaces: a necklace society. We have since
them evolved to greater communities in the form of hexagonal societies, in which we have begin a still
elementary agricultural practice utilizing fire, plows and irrigation; we no longer were a necklace society; we
already had, however small, our ecological footprint. We have then arrived at industrial revolutions and certainly
from this point, we have dealt with massive using of fossil matter and energy, we have built up the present-day
civilization. In this same industrial phase it has begun the effective “scalenization” of the equilateral triangles
formed at the anterior regular hexagonal civilizations (agriculture era). In other words, there have been a
growing deformation process of the hexagonal geometry to a point of total implosion of the hexagonal social
structure. In this way, we have begun to transform ourselves in the individualized scalene triangles, complex
cells with growing areas which leads to an enhancement of our ecological footprint due to the intensive use of
natural resources. We have created a highly complex system from the socio-environmental viewpoint and we
face the challenge of finding a new systemic (dynamical) stability point, i.e. we need to harmonize the three
mentioned vital points: Economy, Energy, and Ecology. And we have to be conscious that this is one of the great
- if not the greatest one - challenges of this century, which in turn is profoundly tied to the (western) search of a
(re)articulation between society and nature.
3. Results and Discussion
We present in this work a simplified geometrical representation of three important concepts that are linked in real
life (Economy, Energy, and Ecology). However, due to the present civilization model, these concepts seem to
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feed “insoluble” conflicts between society and environment. So, economy (“only” society) and ecology (“only”
environment) seem two to be separable spheres of reality. In its turn, the use of energy seems to be decided only
in the economical sphere, no matter its consequences for the ecological sphere (costs externalization of the use
“exclusively” social of energy). When we have introduced the concept of “hexagonalization” of equilateral
triangles, we have admitted a reduction in the hexagon area, as compared to the sum of areas of individual
equilateral triangles which formed that hexagon. We are reducing the ecological footprint of the
hexagon-community. Therefore, we are looking for the sharing of natural resources in order to reduce
environmental impacts. This is not new in the mankind history and it is already being considered in the
environmental anthropology. The very ancient change of cultural paradigm that amounts to the construction of
the hexagonal model lead us to a central point about collective consciousness, that has already been
experimented by our ancestors and that anthropologists have labeled as “devices of cultural buffering” (Hall,
2008; Kuhn & Stiner, 2006). It is a factor in the behavior of a group – a technology inserted in a social
organization, in a cultural tradition – which works as a guarantee of its bets on the risky game of natural
selection. Mary Stiner and Steven Kuhn claim (Kuhn & Stiner, 2006) that the first modern human appeared in
Africa with one of those “buffer devices”: an approaching to hunting/collecting activities that was efficient and
resulted in a more diversified diet, increasing the chances of survival of the species. Eris Trinkhaus (Hall, 2008)
goes farther and suggests that “among all devices of cultural buffer, maybe the most important one is the
existence of the own society”. He explains this affirmation conceptualizing the “buffering” function in terms of
systemic feedback: big groups require more social interactions (Dunbar & Schltz, 2007; Silk, 2007; Jolly, 2007;
Gilbert & Wilson, 2007) among their members, which, in turn, leads to a greater brain activity during childhood
and adolescence, fostering greater complexity of language and, indirectly, increasing the average life expectancy.
This longevity foments knowledge transmission from one generation to the other and creates, according to Chris
Stringer (Hall, 2008), an “innovation culture” – the passage of practical abilities of surviving and techniques of
devices production from the older to the younger members. We then conclude that this circle is closed and
restarted by stimulating the own original “big group” to enhance itself (Note 2).
“The Homo erectus [by the sharing of natural resources] developed the first economy of hungering-collecting in
which hunting animals were a significant part of the diet and resources were shared among the members of the
group” (Leonard, 2002).
To understand the role of feeding in the human evolution, we must remember that the search for food, its
consumption and, finally, its use in biological processes, are – all of them – critical aspects of the ecology of an
organism. Another important concept is the “dynamical energy” (Leonard, 2002; 1997) among organisms and
their environments, i.e. the expended energy in hunting compared to the energy acquired with the hunted product,
which had important adaptation consequences for surviving and reproduction (Note 3). These two last
components of the Darwinian aptitude are reflected in the way we estimate the energy stock of an animal. The
maintenance energy is the energy necessary to sustain an animal alive. As the animal here considered is the man,
we can propose that, in the Homo erectus society, energy, economy, ecology – obviously in a simplified way –
had a more harmonious relationship, approximating them to a hexagonal society (Figure 4). If we look behind,
we can see that we have achieved success because we shared natural resources even to originally protect us from
our natural enemies and from the climatic changes (Silk, 2007). It is amazing that, even today, these “invisible
Indians” still exist, like the ones of the Envira River, which practice hunting and fishing just like in the ancient
collector societies. Although they know a rough form of agriculture, which practically does not impact the
environment in which they live, they keep on a harmonious relationship with this same environment, much alike
our ancestors have done.
We have presented in this work a tentative of synthesis among complex relationships society-nature, through a
very simple geometrical language, aiming at facilitating the understanding of global environmental questions.
We have utilized a real example: the invisible Indians of the Envira River, to show the application of the model
of sustainable triangular cells, via regular hexagonal geometrical construction and the collapse concept,
emerging from that model, to the present case study.
We have also seen, observing Figures 2 and 3, that it was possible to describe a trajectory towards a sustainable
society, via two consecutive stages of “geometrical” transformations of a socio-environmental process.
Particularly, our equilateral triangular geometry (Figure 3a) of transition (arrows inward) represents an economic
model that we are trying to build up for a supposed optimal (capitalist) economy that is seemingly “equilibrated”,
but rigorously speaking, is still untenable. In addition, the process delineated from a present state of art (see
Figure 1) is not determinist, but a possible path to be created. Can we succeed in adopting a device of cultural
buffering, which was already utilized in other periods of our history, in the complex conjuncture of the current
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society? Can we thus attenuate the environmental global menaces and follow the risky game of natural selection?
The device of cultural buffering is possibly our alternative to amplify our adaptation ability in a planet whose
biosphere exhibits growing entropy, with rupture of important natural cycles (Rockstrom, 2009; Folke, 2002), as
carbon cycle, and a central environmental issue: the “climate changes” (Trenberth et al., 2006; Cziczo, 2009;
Dim, 2012; Jarvis, 2012).
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Notes
Note 1. As we deal with open/self-organized systems it is possible to develop a modeling that uses theory of
dynamical systems (Georgescu-Roegen, 1995) due to nonlinear characteristics which involve several feedback
loops among individuals of such communities.
Note 2. The systemic concept of “cultural buffering” could be worked within the “complexity science” of
Prigogine (Prigogine, 1984a; 1984b), once it was taken into account the rapidity with which such “buffering
devices” would be transmitted or communicated through all the social system being analyzed. In the words of
Prigogine, “the more complex is the system, the greater are the possibilities of, whichever is the case, certain
fluctuations to become dangerous […]. It is probable that in very complex systems, in which the species or
individuals interact in a too much diversified fashion, the diffusion, the communications among all points in the
systems are equally rapid […] the rapidity of communication would determine the maximum complexity that the
organization of a system could reach without becoming too much unstable”.
Note 3. Just like in the concept of “cultural buffering”, in Leonard (2002) it is displayed a systemic language of
feedback, now articulating improved/shared diet, evolutional brain enhancement and a growing complex social
behavior: after the initial spurt in brain growth, diet and brain expansion probably interacted synergistically:
bigger brains produced more complex social behavior, which led to further shifts in foraging tactics and
improved diet, which in turn fostered additional brain evolution.
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